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Richard Quintal’s story

1976 – Regimental Reconnaissance Troop, Royal Canadian Dragoons – Lahr, West Germany

Reconnaissance Troop vehicles stopped in a pine forest while driver Richard Quintal investigates a problem with
his Jeep.
Picture provided by Richard Quintal

Authors’ note

The principal author of this text, aside from the individual recounting the story, was John Cochrane, a former
member of the unit.

This record of events was prepared in 2017, many years after they occurred. The author prepared this record
principally using information obtained during interviews with the individuals involved. Where possible, this
information was corroborated through interviews with others and a review of pictures and other available
information. The record presents the events as the individual involved remember them several years after they
occurred.
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Richard Quintal’s story

Three members of the Royal Canadian Hussars (RCH), Richard Quintal, Gilles Dorion and Louis Fontaine

were deployed with Canadian Forces Europe in Lahr, West Germany from July 7 to November 11, 1976,

where they were employed as members of a militia reconnaissance troop attached to the Royal

Canadian Dragoons (RCD). The troop, which operated seven vehicles, was formed of soldiers coming

from the four Quebec-based militia armoured units. Each unit provided three or four members. Gilles

Dorion acted as the Troop leader while Richard Quintal and Louis Fontaine acted as drivers/crewmen.

Background

Richard Quintal joined A Squadron of the RCH in January 1975, at the age of twenty-one, after hearing

about the unit from several of his old schoolmates. He was immediately assigned to a general military

training course being conducted at the unit under the direction of Lieutenant Kyprianos (Naki)

Theokarides. He then attended summer training to get his trades qualification as a reconnaissance

(recce) crewman and went on to participate in unit training in the fall and winter.

Gilles Dorion joined B Squadron of the RCH in October 1969, at the age of seventeen, after having served

several years in one of the unit’s affiliated cadet corps on the South Shore. He pursued various rank and

trade courses over the next two summers and, in 1971, was promoted to corporal. In 1972, he was

accepted as an officer candidate and in 1974, after attending officer training, was promoted to

lieutenant.

In the spring of 1976, Richard had just completed his junior non-commissioned officer training at Longue

Pointe, when Lieutenant Theokarides informed him of an opportunity to go to Germany as part of a

militia recce troop during the summer and fall. Richard was a CEGEP student at the time, and thought

nothing of taking a semester off to have an adventure.

Preparation and move to the theatre

In early May, Richard was advised that he had been accepted to be part of the troop, and at the end of

the month, he was sent to Valcartier to start preparations. In Valcartier, he was told that he had arrived

several weeks early and was sent home, to return in mid-June. For the next few weeks, using jeeps

loaned to it by the 12e Régiment blindé du Canada (12 RBC), the troop conducted its initial training. The

troop spent the next few weeks in training area of CFB Valcartier practicing reconnaissance tactics. On

several occasions, the 12 RBC also provided the troop with Lynx, which were tracked armoured

reconnaissance vehicles, and the necessary drivers.

One difficulty arose when it was discovered that some of the younger troop members did not have their

military driver`s permits (DND 404s), even though they had followed driver training during their

crewman course. This was a problem because each crew was only comprised of two members, a crew-

commander and a driver. If the person designated as the driver did not have a valid permit, the crew-

commander would have to perform both functions. This situation was resolved by arranging tests in

Valcartier and later in Germany, prior to the big exercises.
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Group photo of the Militia Recce Troop members. Lieutenant Gilles Dorion is third from left in the first standing
row. Trooper Richard Quintal is in the centre of the second standing row, and Lou Fontaine is to his immediate
left.
Photograph provided by Dominique Cyr

On July 7, 1976, the troop travelled on a military passenger plane from Jean Lesage Airport in Quebec

City to Lahr, West Germany.

Integration with the Royal Canadian Dragoons

At Canadian Forces Base Lahr, the troop was issued with the necessary vehicles and equipment, and was

given time to test and prepare them. To the surprise of its members, the troop was issued with M151

Jeeps rather than the M38 models that they used in Canada. In Europe, each Jeep was marked with a

Canadian Flag, and the troop members wore a Canadian flag on the left shoulder of their uniform. The

troop members then attended multiple briefings about the tactical and political situations and were

explained the rules of conduct for Canadian soldiers serving in West Germany. Richard particularly

remembers the briefing on damage compensation. The soldiers learned that the Military needed to

compensate the local population for any of the damages that occurred when a military unit passed

through or used their property. Not yet being able to envisage the possible damage, Richard’s mind

focussed on the relatively high amount of compensation that was given to a farmer if one of his hens was
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killed. The military’s policy was to compensate the farmer for the value of a stricken hen and of the next

five generations that would have been conceived, if that hen had continued to reproduce.

After a period of static training and preparation, the troop was integrated into the structure of the Royal

Canadian Dragoons (RCD’s), the armoured unit of the 4th Canadian Mechanized Brigade Group, part of

the Formation referred to as Canadian Forces Europe. From an administrative point of view, the troop

fell under the responsibility of C Squadron – the Lynx-bound recce squadron. From an operational point

of view, however, it was tasked to be the Regimental Recce Troop, reporting directly to the RCD’s

Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel Clive Milner. As the Regimental Recce Troop, it was given the

call sign 8. During the subsequent operations, the troop would often be deployed in two-vehicle patrols,

with 8 Alpha, 8 Charlie and 8 Echo being the patrol leaders. Richard was assigned to be the driver of 8

Bravo, the junior call sign in the first patrol. Louis was assigned to be the driver for 8 Charlie.

Initial Exercise

Several weeks later, the Regiment departed on a major training exercise that lasted most of the month

of August. The exercise was conducted on and around the NATO base at Hohenfels, with some French

and German units.

During this exercise, the troop starting fulfilling its role. It was mostly involved in scouting potential

routes of advance and bivouac locations for the headquarters and logistical groups. It would deploy in

patrols, with the patrols scouting parallel routes, assessing whether bridges and villages were passable,

and finding possible future locations for the larger command and logistical vehicles.

Each Jeep was equipped with two RT-524 radio sets, one mounted on each rear wheel well. One radio

operated on the squadron net and the other on the regimental net. When members of the troop

wanted to communicate amongst themselves, they used the squadron net. Each crew stored their

equipment in the back of their Jeep, on the back bench and in the space between the radio sets. This

included their duffel bags, back packs, air mattresses, ground sheets and sleeping bags. It also included

the camp stove, a yellow plastic wash basin, a small Jerry can filled with Naptha, a water can, boxes of

rations, and a camouflage net. Finally, a gas-filled Jerry can was lashed to the outside rear of the vehicle

beside the spare tire. Generally, the crews unhooked the vehicle tarp from the windshield and folded it

down behind the crew, allowing the crew to be open to the sky and the sun, but enclosing and

protecting their personal gear. When the troop had first arrived at Lahr, it had made arrangements with

the local RCEME (electrical and mechanical engineers) workshop to have a wire cutter fabricated and

mounted on the front bumper of each Jeep. This was done with the idea that the troop would operate

with their windshields down, something it rarely did as it was subsequently asked to keep them up, for

safety purposes. When in the field, each crew would prepare its own meals, using the ration packs that

were provided. The crews would usually set up their camp stove on the ground or on the hood of the

Jeep, and warm the main meal pouches or cans in hot water. At night, each crew member would set up

his air mattress, groundsheet and sleeping bag on the ground right beside the vehicle.

During this phase of training, the M151 Jeeps suffered many breakdowns. They were not robust enough

to withstand sustained off-road operations. Richard remembers that while his patrol was investigating a

small country trail, the gas tank of his vehicle was punctured when he drove over a branch or stump.
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The right front strut of another vehicle failed after travelling down a similar trail. In short order, five out

of seven Jeeps failed and had to be carted away by the wrecker for repairs. At this point, to allow the

troop to continue operating, the Recce Squadron provided the troop with some Lynx’s and the necessary

drivers. The troop maintained its structure, but the Jeep drivers became observers/radio operators in

the Lynx’s. One advantage of using the Lynx was that the crew could sleep on top of the vehicle just over

the ventilation grate, which kept the crew warm most of the night. Within several days, the troop’s

Jeeps were repaired and returned, so the troop reverted to being a Jeep-bound troop.

At right, Lieutenant Gilles Dorion gives instructions to the troop’s patrol commanders while at a leaguer. From
left are Corporals Denis Morin and Richard Poirier, both from the Regiment de Hull, and the Troop second-in-
command Sergeant Roger Lambert, from the 12e Régiment blindé du Canada (Trois Rivières).
Picture taken from the Reservist newspaper 1976

Richard remembers that the terrain used for this exercise was similar to the terrain found in Quebec’s

Laurentian Mountains, except that many of the hills were covered with vineyards rather than maple

trees. On one occasion, he felt that his patrol may have come close to inadvertently crossing over the

border to Czechoslovakia. Even though Czechoslovakia was part of the Eastern Block of Communist

Countries, it was not as aggressive as East Germany in marking and controlling its borders. The troop

was moving north along the border, across a front of three potential routes for the headquarters, with

Richard’s patrol being on the right (eastern) flank, on a country trail. Eventually the trail petered out at

an area where there was a long corridor of maintained grass. As the patrol advanced onto the grass, its

members starting wondering if this was the border, which according to the map bulged westward at or
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near to that spot. Not wishing to take a chance, the patrol reported that this route did not seem to be a

good axis of advance and then it circled back to one of the other routes, before resuming its advance.

At Hohenfels, the troop was billeted in barracks, but also spent many nights in the field. Richard

remembers spending the night in a hide in the woods near a small hamlet. Soon after the troop arrived,

it was visited by some very curious children from the nearby residences. When the children approached,

they asked in German if Richard and his colleagues were American. In his broken German, Richard

responded that he was Canadian. He was surprised when they responded very favourably to this news.

In response, Richard offered them some of the snacks from his ration packs – some peanut butter and

spreadable cheese that came in toothpaste-like tubes, and some crackers. By their reaction, Richard got

the impression that it was the first time the children had ever tasted peanut butter. Later, the children

returned with a package of bacon which they exchanged for more snacks from the ration packs. This

started a practice whereby the members of the troop often visited the local houses or shops to purchase

or trade for food. From what Richard could see, the local population had positive feelings towards the

Canadian soldiers, and often helped them find a place to establish a hide, sometimes offering up their

barns or outbuildings. The locals also occasionally offered them food or refreshments. When the troop

stopped at local butcher shops or other food stores, the shopkeepers sometimes offered to provide food

at no charge, but Richard always insisted on paying market price. Richard and the other members of the

troop enjoyed the visits of the curious children until one day, a small boy picked up Richard’s

submachine gun from the driver’s seat, where it had been placed while dinner was being served.

Although it was only loaded with blank ammunition, Richard was quick to confiscate the weapon and

reprimand the boy by saying: ¨nicht-nicht-nicht¨ over and over again.

At the end of the exercise, the Regiment moved back to its base in Lahr. All of the tracked vehicles,

including the Centurion Tanks and the Lynx Armoured reconnaissance vehicles, moved by train, while all

wheeled vehicles moved in a large convoy along the Autobahn.

Troop members outside Barracks in Lahr, waiting for
transport to vehicle compound.
Photo provided by Richard Quintal

A trooper from the 12 RBC (TR) with some visiting
children.
Photo provided by Richard Quintal

From the end of August to the end of September, back in Lahr, the troop performed maintenance,

cleaned its vehicles and equipment, and underwent additional static training in preparation for the
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upcoming major exercise. During this period, they were billeted in the North Mark barracks, 4 people

per room.

Reforger Exercise

At the end of September, the RCD’s, including the militia recce troop, deployed to Regensburg, a large

American Base north of Munich, to participate in EXERCISE REFORGER. This was an annual American-

sponsored exercise designed to confirm the state of preparedness of NATO forces in case of an attack of

West Germany by Eastern-Bloc countries.

Initially, the unit was stationed at the Regensburg base. It was Richard’s first exposure to the American

Armed Forces. The next morning, he was amazed to hear First Call being played by a bugle over the

base’s public address system. The base was a hive of activity leading up to the big exercise. Troops from

many different countries had been assembled, with their different uniforms and standards of dress.

Richard was surprised to see some European reserve soldiers, with their long hair tied up in hair nets,

driving Iltis Jeeps. Richard was also surprised to meet two other members of the Royal Canadian

Hussars, who had be deployed as individual to augment the ranks of the RCD’s. To Richard’s great

surprise, he saw one of them sitting in the driver’s compartment of a Centurion tank.

Trooper Louis Fontaine and Master Corporal Mark
Slater (Sherbrooke Hussars) ready to move out in their
Jeep - Photo provided by Richard Quintal

Headquarters Squadron in a leaguer in a farmer’s field
Photo provided by Richard Quintal

From the Regensburg base, the unit moved into the field. The recce troop started playing its role, mostly

by scouting possible routes for the advance of different headquarters, logistics and other heavy

equipment. On one occasion, Richard remembers that his patrol was assigned the task of finding a big

open field where the whole Regiment could establish a leaguer (temporary formation of vehicles in an

open area, arranged to provide some defense notably during resupply operations). Once a suitable field

was found, Richard’s crew commander discussed the use of the field with its owner. The farmer in

question indicated that he was very happy to have his field used by the military because he needed to

grade it and install new drainage ditches, which would now be paid for by NATO when it reimbursed him

for the damage done to his land. Indeed, as predicted by the farmer, the Centurion tanks caused

significant damage to the existing ditches in and around the field as they adopted their positions on the
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outside perimeter of the leaguer. In the leaguer, Richard was impressed to see how the different

resupply trucks and APCs quickly moved up and down the rows, exchanging full cans of gas, diesel,

naphtha and water for empty ones and issuing rations, blank ammunition, confectionaries and candies

and other supplies.

Once all the troops were deployed to the field, they formed up in their assigned areas and waited for the

exercise to commence. The RCD’s were members of the Red Force for the exercise and were ordered to

conduct an advance against the blue force. Shortly after the exercise commenced, the recce troop was

given orders to try and capture an enemy observation post that had been observed on the high ground

to their immediate front. Shortly after midnight, the recce troop advanced part way to their objective by

Jeep, and then advanced the rest of the way on foot. When they arrived, the site appeared to be

abandoned except for several military vehicles. On closer inspection, however, it was determined that

all of the American soldiers occupying that location were inside a closed armoured personal carrier,

having a little party. One of the members of the recce troop knocked on the back door, and when it was

opened, informed the group that they had just been taken captive. The prisoners objected, stating that

the exercise was only going to start the following morning, to which their captors and the exercise

umpire responded by saying that it was already morning, there being no reason to wait for dawn.

Once the exercise commenced, the troop lived in the field, often occupying small wooded areas or farm

yards. The local land owners seemed to accept this as long as they were able to get compensation for

any damages. While on the road, members of the troop often stopped at local establishments to buy

fresh food and other items, an act appreciated by local shopkeepers. Richard remembers one occasion

where his patrol commander was trying to set up a luncheon at a local Gasthof (small country inn),

without clearly saying so over the radio. The patrol commander asked the other vehicles to move to ¨the

attractive building next to the most visible building in the built-up area¨. At first Richard did not

understand, but when they moved into the village, he saw the other vehicle parked in front of a nicely

painted restaurant beside a large church. In this era, no restrictions were placed on Canadian soldiers,

so they often stopped to have a meal and some refreshments. This was not the case for American

soldiers who were stationed not far away and who were not allowed to consume alcohol.

On one occasion, Richard’s patrol was scouting a route for a Centurion Tank Bridge Layer that had been

called forward to help troops cross a river. When the patrol entered a small village, its members saw

that the buildings were built so close to the road that it would be impossible for the Bridge Layer to turn

a corner near the centre of the village without causing any damage. The recce patrol moved back along

the road to warn the person in charge of the Bridge Layer, but the latter insisted that his vehicle go

through the town, regardless of the consequences. As predicted, the large vehicle ripped the wall off the

second story of one of the buildings, no doubt resulting in a significant damage claim. This was reported

by the damage-claim-processing team that followed the unit, and the following day, a directive came

down the chain of command instructing exercise participants that this type of damage be avoided in the

future.
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Centurion Armoured-vehicle-launched Bridge (Bridge Layer) –
Library and Archives Canada

Louis and Richard moving a piece of track –
photo from reservist magazine

During the exercise, the troop was only once asked to establish and operate an observation post. From

their camouflaged position in a small wooded area, the team was able to monitor a specific road. While

Richard was manning the observation post, he saw a car slow down and he could see the passenger

looking towards the woods, using his binoculars. Richard continued to monitor the car and watched

while it went up the road and turned around. When it turned, he saw that the vehicle license plates had

a red Russian flag on a canary yellow background and the number 38. Thinking back to the security

briefings he had attended in Lahr, Richard followed the procedure to be followed when a member of the

Soviet Military Liaison Mannheim (SMLM) Team was observed near the NATO exercise, which was to call

in a NO DUFF message, which is a message that is outside the scope of the training. In response,

Richard’s patrol was instructed to delay the departure of the car until the Provost (Military Police) could

arrive and take control of the situation. Fearing that these foreign observers may shoot first and ask

questions later, Richard and the other members of the patrol worked out their plan of action. They

could move onto the road, but, only being armed with blanks, they were not certain they could defend

themselves if things went wrong. After a short hesitation, Richard remembered seeing an advertisement

on TV in the 1960s where an actor fired a Bic pen out of a rifle through a piece of oak, and then, almost

unbelievably, used it to write with, so he excitedly announced that he had two Bic pens that could be

used, if needed. This settled the matter, so with their new-found confidence, they moved on to the road,

adopted a threatening posture, and, fortunately, without reverting to any force, convinced the driver to

stop and hold.
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RCD Centurion Tanks being transported across West
Germany for Exercise Reforger
Photo provided by Richard Quintal

Picture of a sign used to brief Canadian soldiers about
Soviet Military Liaison Manheim (SMLM) vehicles
Photo provided by Richard Quintal

From Regensburg, the return of the wheeled vehicles, including the Jeeps, ¾-ton ambulances and

command posts, 2½-ton cargo trucks and other vehicles to Lahr, took three days. They moved in a single

convoy approximately four kilometers long, under escort of the German police. At the end of the day,

the convoy would move to a pre-designated location, often a farmer’s field, and form a leaguer, to

refuel, resupply and spend the night. Much of the route passed along the Autobahn, known for high-

speed travel, with the slow convoy vehicles travelling in the right-hand lane. On one occasion, Richard

remembers that the convoy was passed by a Porsche 911 police car, which was possibly travelling at 180

kilometers per hour on the extra-wide right-hand shoulder of the road. The last vehicle in the convoy

sent a radio message to the others to warn them of an approaching vehicle on their blind side, but the

Police car was moving so fast that it had passed much of the convoy before people heard the message.
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Map showing approximate locations of bases, exercise areas and road moves
Map provided by Google in accordance with Google’s terms of use

Winding down and vacations

Back in Lahr, the troop cleaned, repaired, maintained and even repainted the vehicles, using camouflage

paint. The troop was then given two weeks leave. Richard and another Hussar, Brian Topolniski, visited

nearby locations as they wanted to experience the local culture. They visited Triberg, a nearby town

famous for the fabrication of cuckoo clocks, and they visited nearby Strasbourg, just across the border in

France. They thought about trying to visit Berlin but were told that, being military personnel travelling

on a military passport, they would be blocked by the East German guards. Richard also recalls visiting a

restaurant near the base, where the owner had a reputation for being unfriendly to Canadian soldiers.

He and Brian, the only other person that accompanied him, entered in civilian clothes and kept a low

profile. Soon after they sat down, the elderly woman who owned the place stopped at their table and

asked them why they weren`t with the other soldiers at some bar. In his poor but passable German,

Richard explained that they had come in isolation because they wanted to experience German life. She

seemed satisfied with this response, let them stay, and treated them to a tasty meal of wild boar. Later

she stopped and talked to them and mentioned that her aversion to Canadian soldiers came from the

fact that her late husband had been an SS officer during the Second World War. The owner’s reaction

confirmed the feeling that Richard had built up from his most recent meetings with the West Germans

over the past few months: If he treated them with respect, they were prepared to reciprocate.

On November 7, the members of the troop were invited to attend the RCD’s celebration of its

participation in a battle fought in 1900, along the Komati River at Leliefontein, South Africa. While
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engaged in a hotly contested withdrawal, the Dragoons had saved two guns belonging to D Battery, of

the Royal Canadian Horse Artillery. For their actions taken during this operation, three Dragoons had

been awarded the Victoria Cross. The 1976 celebration consisted of a formal parade, a static display and

one or more formal dinners.

Return home and life thereafter

On November 11, 1976 the troop embarked on a military passenger plane that landed first in Trenton

and then continued on to Uplands Airport, in Ottawa. From Ottawa, the group was transported in a

mini-bus back to the unit. Richard was promoted to Corporal at his next parade at the unit. His barracks

box with his kit arrived two weeks later.

Subsequent to this experience, Richard Quintal applied and was accepted as an officer candidate. He

then attended officer training, encountered a medical problem and eventually, in 1978, left the unit. In

his civilian life, until his retirement, Richard worked at Bombardier Aerospace, first as a data clerk, then

as a production planner, and finally as the head of a group that coordinated the efforts of different

departments that worked together to resolve problems detected upon the delivery of new aircraft.

When interviewed for this story, Richard and his spouse – Poppy Kyriou – another former member of the

Royal Canadian Hussars, lived in Cote St-Luc.

Subsequent to this deployment, Gilles Dorion was employed on various full-time call-outs with the

Canadian Armed Forces in the Montreal area, while serving with the RCH until 1985, and then while

serving the 12 RBC in Trois Rivières until 1990, when he left the Canadian Armed Forces to accept a

civilian job in Toronto. After working five years in Toronto, Gilles returned to Montreal and rejoined the

Reserves, this time as an infantry officer, first serving with the Régiment de Maisonneuve, and then with

the 4e Bataillon du Royal 22e Régiment, until he retired from the forces in 2007. In 2011, after a tough

battle with cancer, Gilles passed away at the age of fifty-eight. Richard remembers that Gilles was an

effective troop leader, who, on the surface, seemed to be easy going, but underneath was very

determined to achieve his given goals. Richard observed that when Gilles returned from higher

headquarters, he always assembled the troop and briefed them so that they all understood the objective

of the next operation and well as his plan. Although Gilles was an officer, he never failed to take time to

socialize with the other members of the troop. In October, Richard and Gilles celebrated their birthdays

on subsequent days. They did this by having a small party in a leaguer in a farmer’s field. Richard felt

that this humility resulted in Gilles and the members of the troop developing a strong mutual sense of

loyalty.


